Abstract-Sparse-matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) is the core compute routine for several scientific and commercial codebases. Because of its extremely irregular memory accesses (low temporal locality), indirect memory referencing (low spatial locality), low arithmetic intensity, and the non-zero pattern and non-zero density of the matrix, SpMV achieves a mere 10% of peak system performance. Because sparse matrices have extremely varied non-zero patterns and densities, performance of SpMV is hard to predict. Blocking sparse matrices increases arithmetic intensity and spatial locality during SpMV operations, thereby improving SpMV performance. However, selection of an incorrect block size can produce performance degradation as high as 70%. In this study, we describe the STOMP approach of using statistical techniques to predict run time of SpMV in PETSc for new matrices with mean accuracy of 93.52%. We use these statistical prediction models to guide block size selection to achieve up to 100% of optimal performance, comparable to that attained through exhaustive block size search. Our block size selection results produce an average of 55.56% speedup over default SpMV options. On the same set of matrices used in the SPARSITY SpMV framework, STOMP yields a 54.46% speedup while SPARSITY yields a 31.62% speedup over the same default.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse-matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) is a key computational block that underpins calculations across domains such as linear algebra solvers, Internet search engines, and recommendation systems. SpMV is represented as:
Where A is a sparse matrix, and x and y are dense vectors.
SpMV is a memory-bound kernel on several architectures since its meager computational intensity is dominated by memory accesses. SpMV is known to operate at several orders of magnitude lower than the peak floating-point capability of a system. Because of its irregular memory access, techniques typically used to hide memory latency from users do not succeed for SpMV. For instance, hardware prefetchers that hide latency by bringing in streams of data from memory to cache are ineffective when dealing with irregular memory accesses.
SpMV performance is further influenced by the sparsity and the non-zero pattern of the matrix on which it operates. To exacerbate the problem, SpMV is rarely executed just once within an algorithm, causing an underperforming SpMV code to become a performance bottleneck in large code bases. Iterative solvers such as BiCGSTAB [1] and GMRES [2] and algorithms such as Page Rank's power method execute SpMV multiple times until they achieve convergence. Data mining algorithms such as linear regression and PageRank [3] work on extremely large matrix datasets to classify, predict, or rank data points. Section 2 examines different SpMV optimization techniques in detail.
Performance degradation in SpMV can be attributed to certain primary effects [4] , [5] . These effects explain why common optimization strategies are ineffective for SpMV.
1) Irregular memory access of dense vector x:
In dense matrix vector multiplications, all elements of the vector are used by each element across row of the matrix.
In SpMV, few elements of the vector are accessed irregularly thwarting any possibility of substantial reuse of elements in vector x. 2) High memory intensity: SpMV is a memory bound code because of its high number of memory accesses in comparison to its arithmetic operations. Low floating point operations (FLOPs) guarantee that SpMV will never quite achieve peak compute performance. 3) Indirect memory references for matrix A: Because of the sparse distribution of elements in A, sparse matrix data structures only store pointers to non-zero elements by using pointer arrays. This many-layered indirect memory access eliminates any performance benefits that could be derived from hardware prefetchers. 4) Loop overheads: Most SpMV algorithms operate rowwise on a matrix. The unequal distribution of nonzeroes in the matrix makes each row a different size.
Compiler efforts to unroll loop iterations will not work because iteration count differs across rows and is also not provided at compile time. Additional loop instruction overhead further degrades SpMV performance. In this work we explore blocked SpMV performance in PETSc [6] , [7] on a variety of sparse matrices from the University of Florida sparse matrix collection [8] with focus on matrices derived from the Boeing, Chen, FIDAP, Law, Bai groups in addition to a set of matrices derived from very specific domains such as Amazon's book similarity network, a financial portfolio, web crawlers, etc. This work makes the following contributions: 1) Predicts SpMV run time of new sparse matrices before they are executed. Our models produce predictions with an average accuracy of 93.52%. 2) Uses statistical models to guide block size selection to obtain peak SpMV performance and achieve 100% of optimal performance, comparable to that obtained from exhaustive block size search. 3) Achieves up to 75% performance improvement over default PETSc settings. 4) Achieves 54.46% speedup on the same set of matrices used in SPARSITY [9] .
II. RELATED WORK A. SpMV data layouts and algorithms
Researchers have developed several sparse storage formats to facilitate efficient memory access and smaller storage requirements during SpMV operations. These formats include Coordinate format (COO) [10] , compressed sparse format (CSR) [11] , compressed sparse column format (CSC) [12] , diagonal format (DIAG), ELLPACK (ELL) [13] , Blocked ELL (BELL) [14] , jagged diagonal (JDS) [15] , skyline (SKY) [16] , blocked row column (BRC) [17] , and blocked compressed sparse row (BCSR). In their work [18] , Byun et al., describe the specifics of each of these structures. COO stores both the row and column index value for each non-zero element. CSR is partial to row order and therefore does not explicitly store row indices like COO. ELL and BELL are suited for matrices that have the same number of non-zero elements in every row. BRC is designed especially for high efficiency on GPUs. Because a sparse matrix is abstracted as series of blocks, BCSR requires a smaller storage for row pointers and column indices than CSR. However, explicit padding of zeroes in each block adds to number of FLOPs and storage, leading to non-essential computations and storage.
In addition to new data layouts, a number of other algorithmic optimizations for SpMV have been proposed. When optimizing SpMV algorithms, a worthwhile goal is to minimize cache misses and to use the memory hierarchy more effectively. Toward this goal, a number of approaches for reordering matrix rows or columns have been proposed, including: Approximate Minimum degree algorithm [19] , Reverse CuthillMcKee (RCM) [20] , and the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [21] . One challenge is that these reordering techniques are often more computationally intensive than the SpMV operation, so these techniques are primarily useful in cases where the reordering time can be amortized by multiplying the matrix by many different vectors.
B. SpMV implementations
A number of highly efficient sparse linear algebra libraries have been developed, including pOSKI [18] , SPARSITY [9] , and PETSc [6] , [7] . PETSc has been quite widely adopted, with over 2000 citations and a number of headline use-cases in computational fluid dynamics, biology, and other scientific applications. In this work, we conduct experiments on a modified version of the PETSc library. Many of the aforementioned PETSc-based applications stand to benefit from our work.
C. Importance of block size selection
The University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [8] provides thousands of different sparse matrices taken from different applications. This matrix collection also provides a visualization of the sparsity pattern in each matrix. From these visualizations, it is easy to see that a general-purpose SpMV implementation will face an enormous range of matrix sizes and sparsity patterns. Vuduc [22] , Karakasis et al. [23] , and others have shown that the optimal settings of parameters such as block size vary depending on the matrix. Vuduc [22] reports that BCSR with optimal block sizes yields a speedup of up to 4x over CSR across diverse matrices and architectures. However, Vuduc also finds that the "wrong" block size can lead to slowdowns compared to CSR. While our focus is on the popular BCSR data layout, the block size selection is a recurring problem across a number of sparse formats such as Blocked ELL (BELL) and Blocked Row Column (BRC). In summary, selecting the appropriate block size is a prerequisite to achieving maximum efficiency on blocked SpMV calculations.
D. Predicting and modeling SpMV execution time
In our view, the most sensible way to select the right block size for a new matrix is to accurately predict the execution time for each block size, and then simply select the block size that we predict will execute most quickly. Thus, the crux of this problem is automatically predicting SpMV execution time. A number of heuristics and strategies have been proposed to predict the execution time of sparse matrix computations.
Load balancing is a common problem in parallel SpMV, where it is important to assign roughly the same amount of work (in terms of execution time) to each thread, processor, or server. Of course, to do this it is necessary to estimate the execution time of a matrix or sub-matrix. As part of distributed SpMV load-balancing logic, Liu and Vinter [24] , Grigori and Li [25] , and pOSKI [18] all use the following heuristic for predicting SpMV execution time. The heuristic is: counting the number of nonzero elements (NNZE) per row, and dividing NNZE evenly across parallel work units. Thus, it seems that the "conventional wisdom" is that the number of nonzero elements (NNZE) in a matrix (or a group of rows within a matrix) is a good indicator considering how much time will be required to execute SpMV on a particular matrix. With this in mind, we will use NNZE as a starting point in our experiments throughout this paper, and we will also propose an alternative metric that we find leads to higher accuracy in predicting the SpMV execution time on a given matrix.
E. Complementary approaches
While we focus especially on block size, Sedaghati et al. [26] use machine learning techniques to select the best matrix storage structure (e.g. CSR, ELL, etc.) for a sparse matrix after training and testing on several models. Guo et al. [27] analyze and predict SpMV performance on GPUs for CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB SpMV kernels. The method uses several GPU architecture features, possibly limiting its applicability on CPU architectures.
Our work uses statistical models trained on SpMV performance data from PETSc over a set of matrices. We use these models to predict SpMV performance of a new, unseen matrix before it is executed. We use these trained statistical models to predict optimal block size for a new sparse matrix, prior to its SpMV execution. Long term, we see potential for unifying our prediction/selection techniques for block size with these approaches to optimally configure linear algebra libraries without requiring a massive brute-force grid search over all possible configurations for each new matrix.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
We investigate SpMV performance in PETSc (version 3.5.3) [7] . We compiled PETSc with GNU compilers, and we executed our experiments on an Intel Xeon E5-2670 multicore CPU. This CPU is has 16 cores and an L1 cache size of 32K, L2 size of 64K, and an L3 size of 20480K. PETSc provides tuned SpMV kernel code for block sizes 2 through 7. We instrument each tuned MatMultSeqBAIJ [28] routine inside PETSc source code to collect timing information for SpMV operations on each row of the matrix that it operates on. Our dataset comprises sparse matrices from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [8] . Our dataset contains a range of matrices with non-zero patterns and dimensions representative of scientific and commercial applications (Amazon, DBLP, financial portfolios, etc.). Tables I, II , and III describe our dataset of matrices.
IV. PREDICTING SPMV PERFORMANCE A. Algorithms for predicting performance
As introduced earlier in the paper, an important question is "before performing SpMV with a given sparse matrix, can we estimate how long the SpMV takes to execute?." Our approach is to apply a straightforward statistical learning techniquelinear regression-to make this prediction given a number of other matrices to be analyzed offline. We execute SpMV on our dataset of matrices from Tables I, II, and III. Each matrix is multiplied once with a dense vector that is randomly populated at runtime. For each matrix execution, we collect timing information for each blocked row Our statistical model is a linear regression model that uses matrix structure characteristics to predict matrix run time. Conventional wisdom suggests using number of nonzero elements (NNZE) to quantify SpMV work. While NNZE is the metric used by others such as [25] and [18] for estimating computational cost (e.g. for dividing matrices over multiple servers/threads), we think that NNZE may not be an ideal feature for predicting the computational cost of blocked CSR SpMV. Our intuition is that SpMV is typically memory bound, so much of the cost lies in data movement.The same overhead is paid to load a 2 × 2 block regardless of whether it has 1 nonzero or 4 nonzeros. Therefore, we propose characterizing a matrix in terms of its number of nonzero blocks (NNZB). Additionally, examining blocked SpMV time per blocked row of a matrix shows that a matrix characterized with NNZE has a noisier relationship with execution time than with NNZB.
Noisy non-linear relationships degress from linear prediction models and require expensive statistical models to predict run time. For each blocked row in matrix in-2004, Figure  3 and Figure 4 show relationships between NNZE counts and NNZB counts, and SpMV time. The large divergence of data points from the linear fit line in the NNZE plot, compared to the smaller divergence in the NNZB plot, hints that NNZE might not be the best feature for predicting SpMV run time. We conducted a Pearson correlation analysis to examine interactions between NNZE and NNZB across the three matrix groups across the range of block sizes. The overall trend is that strength of correlation decreases with an increase in block size. There are some matrices where this decrease is not monotonic. Very sparse matrices, such as amazon-2008 and G3-circuit, have correlations as low as 0.26 between their NNZE and NNZB values.
B. Training SpMV performance prediction models
We train the model on a set of matrices that have previously been used for an SpMV operation. Figure 1 diagrammatically represents this training process. Because of widely different run times from different block sizes, each model is trained to predict run times corresponding to one block size. The linear regression models are of the following form
where the Y i are vectors of run times for different matrices i and the x i are NNZB counts per blocked row of a matrix for NNZB performance models. x i are NNZE counts per blocked row of a matrix for NNZE performance models.
During training and construction, the model uses NNZE (or NNZB) and time data from N-1 matrices to predict run time of the Nth matrix. Each block-size specific SpMV gets its own trained model.
C. Predicting SpMV performance of a matrix
To predict the run time of SpMV on a new matrix prior to its execution, the models require a vector containing the number of NNZE (or NNZB) counts within the matrix. The list of NNZE (or NNZB) per blocked row is obtained by parsing the matrix structure via a trivial script. Predictions, i.e., run timeŶ b=i for each block size are obtained using block-specific regression models. 1 For instance, performance prediction for matrix with block size 2 can be represented aŝ
where x test matrix b=2 is the vector of nonzero block counts derived from the test matrix structure. β and are coefficients derived from the model training process.
The accuracy of the predictions of total run time of the matrix is measured using the relative percentage error metric.
Relative percentage error =
Is NNZB a more useful feature than NNZE for estimating the SpMV computation time for a new sparse matrix? We now present a series of experiments to evaluate this question. For each of these groups of matrices, we train and test our models using an N-1 cross validation process: We train on N-1 matrices from our dataset, and use the resulting model to predict run time of the Nth matrix. Figure 2 shows this prediction process. The next three subsections examine prediction accuracy from the NNZE model and the NNZB model for groups of matrices listed in Tables I, II , and III. We examine prediction results from block size 6 for the three groups of matrices. Figure 5 compares prediction errors for the NNZB and NNZE models on block size 6. The majority of the matrices in this group have better predictions from using the NNZB model. The prediction errors from the NNZB model average to 4.17% compared to 20.95% for the NNZE model. Matrices from civil engineering applications (pkustk*) matrices have high prediction accuracy from the NNZB model. Matrices with smaller dimensions and higher density of non zeros suffer from higher prediction errors-bcsstk38 (8032 rows), ex8 (7740 rows), and ex40 (3096 rows). Table V summarizes prediction errors for different block sizes for NNZE and NNZB. The NNZB model produces the highest accuracy across all block sizes. The predictions from the NNZE model comes close to the NNZB model for matrices with smaller dimensionsex40 (7740 rows)-but the NNZE model's prediction accuracy decreases when faced with matrices with larger dimensionspkustk11 (87804 rows), pkustk10 (80676 rows), pkustk13 (94893 rows).
1) Prediction results for Boeing, Chen, and FIDAP group:
2) Prediction results from BAI group: Prediction accuracy from using the NNZE and NNZB models is shown in Figure  6 . The NNZB model yields an average error of 8.11% across all matrices in this group, while the NNZE model averages at 43.15%. Tub100, the matrix with the highest non-zero density (3.95%) in the group, has a high error rate for both the NNZE and the NNZB models. Table V lists the average prediction errors across all matrices in the Bai group and compares error rates from the NNZE and the NNZB model. The NNZE model always performs poorly and its error increases quickly with block size.
3) Prediction results from miscellaneous group of matrices:
The miscellaneous group contains the most diverse set of matrices (Table II) from key applications and domains that either utilize or produce sparse matrices as part of their computations. Amazon-2008 , in-2004 , Indochina-2004 , and dblp are very sparse graphs derived from crawling domains and websites. The key characteristics of these matrices are their unpredictable non-zero patterns and extremely low nonzero densities (0.0008% in-2004, 0.0003% Indochina-2004). Figure 7 shows performance prediction results from the NNZE and the NNZB models. Overall, the NNZB model outperforms the NNZE model across majority of the matrices. Dblp and cantilever show preference for the NNZE model for block size 6. However, errors from both NNZE and NNZB for these matrices lie below 10%. Table V averages prediction errors from the NNZE and NNZB models over all matrices. The average error for the NNZE model is 33.78% while the error from the NNZB model averages at 11.11%. An interesting observation is the 10% increase in errors for the NNZE model with the increase in block size. The error for the NNZB model stays constant at 11% across the three block sizes. 
D. Cross-validation-based performance prediction across all matrix groups
To investigate performance accuracy over more diverse matrix sets, we conduct a stricter training and testing processes using all matrices from all three groups. We sample without replacement two-thirds of the matrices from each group. This forms the randomized training set with representation from each matrix group to account for diverse non-zero patterns and densities. The test set comprises the remaining one-third of matrices from each matrix group. We repeat this process for ten trials. We train NNZB and NNZE models and make predictions on the test set for each trial. The results for each test matrix are averaged across the ten trials. Figure 8 shows errors averaged across the ten trials for the NNZE and NNZB model for all 39 matrices for block size 2. Because of the significant difference in errors between the two models, errors from NNZE model are represented on a second Y-axis in Figure 8 .
A large number of denser matrices from our dataset show NNZB errors greater than 10%. Most matrices lying in the higher end of the non-zero density have NNZB errors greater than 10%; in particular, cdde1, ck656, conf5-3072, ex40, mhd3200a, pkustk02, tols340. Since we randomly sample the matrix dataset, which is dominated by sparser matrices, the NNZB model at each trial does not contain sufficient training data to predict for denser matrices.
As shown in Figure 8 , our NNZB model outperforms the NNZE model for all matrices. The disadvantage of using NNZE to predict run time becomes clearer when using a diverse set of matrices with different non-zero patterns.
V. GUIDING OPTIMAL BLOCK SIZE SELECTION
While working with sparse matrices, it is difficult to know what block size would deliver optimal performance. End users typically guess and use small, even-sized blocks. Another option is to conduct an exhaustive search, which is slow and wastes computational time, particularly if there are many matrices.
We use block specific prediction models described in previous sections to guide block size selection of a matrix.
1) We extract the number of non-zero blocks for a new, test matrix for a range of block sizes. 2) These vectors of non-zero block counts are input to block-size specific performance models described in Section 4.1 to obtain SpMV run times for the matrix for a particular block size. During the prediction process, each model (corresponding to one block size) produces a vector of run times. 3) Block size of the model that yields the minimum run time is selected as the optimum block size.
A. Evaluating model-guided block size on SpMV performance
To examine the optimality of predicted block size, we execute SpMV using predicted block size to determine performance gain over other block size choices. In this section, we present block prediction results from all matrices from all groups. We use two metrics to evaluate the quality of our predicted block selections-speedup left on the table and speedup over default.
Speedup left on the table:
This is the relative percentage difference between the best SpMV performance obtained through exhaustive search over our block size range and that obtained from using block size predicted by STOMP. A lower number, close to zero, shows that there is no wasted performance optimization opportunity.
Speedup over default:
As discussed earlier, PETSc leaves block size selection to the end user. PETSc defaults to using block size 1 in the event that the user does not care to specify a block size. Block size 1 is non-blocked SpMV. Speedup over default is the relative percentage difference between SpMV performance from using block size 1 (unblocked SpMV) and the performance obtained from using block size from our model.Tables VI and VII examine speedup derived from using our performance models across the three matrix datasets. Table X shows average speedup results from all matrix groups used in our study.
B. Comparing STOMP to SPARSITY
The SPARSITY framework [9] investigates finding optimal block size selection by analyzing sparse matrix structure and machine profile in detail. The framework requires machine profiling to find optimal block sizes for a set of matrices. SPARSITY then uses a simple heuristic to find the best block size for a matrix. The heuristic selects a block with dimensions r × c for a matrix B that maximizes
Performance of dense matrix in r × c sparse blocked format Estimated fill overhead for r × c blocking of B
To compare with SPARSITY, we evaluate STOMP's blocksize selection on the set of matrices used in the SPARSITY study. This matrix set is listed in Table IV. Table IX In order to predict appropriate block dimensions of a matrix, SPARSITY requires execution of a dense matrix in 144 blocked configurations over 12 choices of row and column block dimensions. STOMP yields optimum performance using an extremely small set of matrices-a minimum of 11 (Bai group) and a maximum of 33 (SPARSITY's set of matrices)-over six block sizes. Statistical prediction models learn and adapt using information from smaller datasets leading to better predictions than those obtained from simple and static heuristics.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented the STOMP statistical approach for optimizing and modeling performance of blocked SpMV for a set of diverse sparse matrices from several different scientific and commercial domains. Past studies have shown that selection of incorrect block size for blocked SpMV can result in performance degradation as high as 70% [23] . Using statistical models trained on data from matrices previously used in SpMV operations, we predicted run time of a new matrix with mean accuracy of 93.52% across matrices. STOMP's block selection technique produced a performance benefit of as high as 75%. Our techniques produce an average performance improvement of 55.56% over default unblocked SpMV performance across all our matrices. We compared the quality of STOMP's block selection process with SPARSITY [9] , a framework that defines heuristics for block-size selection. On the same set of matrices, STOMP yields a 54.46% speedup while SPARSITY yields a 31.62% speedup over the same default.
